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Variability in both HD 88278 (HIP 49416) and HD 128862 (HIP72055) was �rst dis-overed by the Hipparos mission, with both stars lassi�ed as \Unsolved" variables (ESA1997). Periodogram analysis of the Hipparos epoh photometry suggests single frequen-ies of 15.7 d�1 (amplitude 21 mmag, HD 88278) and 22.7 d�1 (amplitude 16 mmag,HD 128862) in the two sets of observations (Fig. 1). This prompted us to obtain shortobserving runs on these stars, in order to on�rm the periodi variations.All observations were made using the photoeletri Modular Photometer attahed tothe 0.5-m telesope of the South Afrian Astronomial Observatory. Measurements on-sisted of a ontinuous stream of 10 seond integrations through a B �lter, with oasionalinterruptions in order to monitor the sky bakground. One short observation run (2.3hours) on HD 88278, and two short runs on HD 128862 (durations of 2.7 and 3.5 hours),were obtained. Standard redution proedures for suh observations were followed. Theresulting light urves, onsisting of one minute averages of the redued data, are shownin Figures 2 and 3.A sinusoid with the frequeny determined from the Hipparos data was �tted to theHD 88278 data by least squares, and is plotted with the observations in Fig. 2. Giventhat no orretions to the data were made for atmospheri transpareny variations, the �tis quite good. We onlude that the star is indeed variable with the Hipparos frequenyof 15.72375 d�1. (The least squares unertainty is 4 in the last quoted digit: the highauray is due to the long time baseline of the Hipparos observations). The amplitudein the B-band is about 42 mmags.It is lear from Fig. 3 that a single stable periodiity annot adequately desribe theobservations of HD 128862 | for example, the amplitude during the �rst run is on-siderably lower. A near-perfet �t to the observations is possible with a four-frequenysolution, but given the pauity of data, muh redene ould not be put in it, partiularlyas the amplitude of the star may simply be variable. Least squares �tting of a single sinu-soid gives a best frequeny of 10.4 d�1 (or nearby 1 d�1 aliases). There is no exeptionalfeature in the amplitude spetrum in Fig. 1 whih orresponds to this rather obviousfrequeny in our data. However, examination of the window funtion of the Hipparosdata shows that strong aliases may be expeted at separations of � 11:3 d�1 from thetrue frequenies in the data, so that the most prominent feature in Fig. 1 (bottom panel)
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Figure 1. Amplitude spetra alulated for the Hipparos epoh photometry of HD 88278 (top panel)and HD 128862 (bottom panel). Prewhitening by subtrating appropriate sinusoids from the datasetsleaves residuals without any pronouned features in their amplitude spetra

Figure 2. The B-band observations of HD 88278, and a �tted sinusoid with a frequeny of 15.7 d�1
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Figure 3. The B-band observations of HD 128862
may be an alias of a true frequeny of 11.4 d�1. The latter frequeny is reonilable withthe results of our observations.The Hipparos parallaxes of the stars, together with their V magnitudes, give absolutevisual magnitudesMV of 1:52�0:17 and 0:19�0:75 for HD 88278 and HD 128862. Theseluminosities appear to be respetively too low and too high for the MK lassi�ations ofA4 III/IV (HD 88278) and F0 III/IV (HD 128862) (see Houk & Cowley 1975). Agreementis better with the photometri absolute visual magnitudes of 0.62 and 1.19 derived fromCrawford's (1979) alibration of the Str�omgren photometri indies (Hauk & Mermilliod1998). Other information derived from the Str�omgren photometry is similar E(b � y)reddenings of 0.07 and 0.06, and Æ1 indies of 0.23 and 0.19, for HD 88278 and HD 128862respetively. Finally, the H� and 0 indies an be ompared with the model results ofMoon & Dworetsky (1985) to �nd Te� = 8000 K, log g = 3:6 (HD 88278) and Te� =7400 K, log g = 4:0 (HD 128862).The spetral types, periods and amplitudes of both stars are onsonant with their beingÆ Suti pulsators. We therefore proeed to alulate the implied pulsation onstantslogQ = �6:456� log f + 0:5 log g + 0:1Mbol + log Te� ;f being the frequeny in d�1. For HD 88278 we use the Hipparos frequeny, while forHD 128862, f � 11:4 d�1 is assumed. Resulting pulsation onstants are then 0.016,0.013 (HD 88278) and 0.023, 0.030 (HD 128862), where the �rst value given for eah staris based on the Hipparos absolute magnitude, and the seond on the photometriallyderived MV . These values are normal for Æ Suti stars.
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